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HARRY R. BROWN
 TECHNICAL RIDER 2018

This technical rider is evolving, thanks for making sure you have the latest version.  
It is the endorsement of the live performance agreement, and remains adaptable to the venue with prior agreement 

from the HARRY R. BROWN crew. Compliance is a condition for the smooth running of the concert.

Stage manager & lights                    Marieke Lanoye       +33 (0)6 84 39 73 85          marieke.l@orange.fr
Tour manager                              Augustin Sérès        +33 (0)6 87 05 85 28          augustin@topophone.fr

IMPORTANT : Thanks for sending us the venue’s technical specifications as soon as possible. This must 
include sound equipment, light equipment and layouts.

The HARRY R. BROWN touring crew is made up of 3 people :
Harry R. Brown performing artist 
Marieke Lanoye stage manager & lights
Laurent Lopez sound engineer

The promoter shall provide  
- the stage and the hooking equipment in compliance with safety standards.
- the necessary sound equipment, adapted to the venue and the expected audience (see sound tech rider on 
page 2) 
- the necessary lighting equipment (thanks for sending us a detailed description of the venues equipment with 
layouts)
- the necessary staff for smooth set up and operation of the venues equipment.

All equipment must be set up and operational before the crews arrival.

Parking 
Please provide a nearby parking space (mini-van) available from our arrival up until our departure.

Schedule 
Stage setup and soundcheck : 2 hours
Minimum soundcheck time : 1 hour
Anticipate focus and encoding during stage setup and soundcheck at the very least.
If and when possible, dismantling and packing up will be done as soon as the concert ends.

Staff
During proceedings, please provide :

- 1 stage manager and technical manager
- 1 FOH tech
- 1 stage monitor tech (if stage monitors available)
- 1 light tech

Venue and stage dimensions
Minimum stage size 6m wide by 4m deep.
FOH sound console should be placed front centre from the stage .

Backstage 
Please make available one closed and heated room, including one table, 4 chairs, a mirror, a clothes hanger, 3 
towels and a sofa. Mineral water, bananas, coffee, tea, herbal tea, biscuits, dried fruit and beer would be much 
appreciated.

Meals 
3 warm meals, if possible 2 hours before the show. Alternatively, please provide some salty and sweet snacks 3 
hours prior to the concert and the warm meals at the end of the show.
1 special diet : gluten free and no peppers. 

Accommodation 
Please confirm the need for accommodation with the tour manager or stage manager.
Provide 3 single rooms with private bathrooms and 3 breakfasts close to the venue. 
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HARRY R. BROWN
 SOUND TECHNICAL RIDER 2018

Sound Tech : Laurent Lopez    +33 (0)6 10 78 19 52 laurent.lopez31520@gmail.com

House sound system 
The equipment must be set up and calibrated before the bands arrival.

- 1 professional sound system (L-Acoustics, D&B, Meyer...) 2 or 3 way + sub. System should be flown 
whenever possible and should have even coverage throughout the venue to cover the venue’s maximum capacity.

- 1 stereo system, ear monitor provided

FOH sound system
- 1 digital console (soundcraft Vi1, Midas m32...) :

16 mic input channels, 48 V, Hi-pass filter, 4 band parametric EQ, 8 aux pre/post
- 2 EQ 2x31 bands (Klark Teknik DN370/360, BSS FCS960) 
- 3 compressors, 1 reverb,
- 1 stereo compressor on the main L-R stereo out bus

Mics, DI et stands
- 2 x Shure Beta 57 (spare)
- 3 x DI
- 1 mic stand with boom arm

Patch input Patch output

Stage layout    Minimum stage dimension requirements 6m wide by 4m deep

Ch Instrument Mic Observations 
1    Mix Left DI
2    Mix Right DI
3    Guitar DI
4    Vox 1 Beta 57 (provided) Mic stand with boom arm
5    Y vox 1
6    Vox 2 Beta 57 (provided) Stand provided
7   Harmonizer XLR Provided / FOH
8    Delay XLR Provided / FOH
9    Rev plate L

10    Rev plate R

GTR FX ⚡︎ 2 x PC 230V

PC DI 
1, 2, 3

4 6

SYNTHES

Aux Name

1 Ear Monitor (pre)

2 Ear Monitor (pre)

3 Harmonizer (post)

4 Delay (post)

5 Rev (post)
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HARRY R. BROWN
  LIGHTS  TECHNICAL RIDER

 november 2017 version

Light Tech :   Marieke Lanoye       +33 (0)6 84 39 73 85       marieke.l@orange.fr

About the grid, no specific lighting plan required. We will adapt depending on the implemented equipment. 
Thanks for sending us the implemented lighting plan or at the very least a list of the available equipment.

On the stage floor, you will find the list of required and provided equipment below.Thanks for setting up the 
equipment before our arrival. We can position the equipment together.

Configuration : 
Stage : 6m wide x 4m deep minimum
Grid : backlight, sides. Adjusting means.
36 x Dimmers DMX 2kW. Stage floor channels : 6 upstage, 3 front stage right, 3 front stage left
Traditional lighting desk and moving lights, submasters, chasers

Required equipment : 
GRID : backlights and sides at various depths and heights
8 to 12 PAR 64-CP 60 (white)
5 to 8 PAR LEDS or WASH or PC+colour changers
1 or 2 series of ACL’s
4 to 6 LYRES spot or PRO 400

Stage floor
2 PAR 64-CP 62 on 2 stands h=2,50m (stage left and stage right)
2 x 2 PAR LEDS on mounting plate on module h=50cm (stage left and stage right)
2 x Horiziodes 1kW sur platine
4 light stands h= 2,50m + 4 mounting plates
Fog machine DMX

Provided equipment :
4 x 3 PAR 36 on 4 mini-ladders
2x4 PAR 36 BT (F1) on vertical bar
Self-supporting aluminium structure made up of 3 Polypropylène panels 240cm x 80cm
Video-projector on stage floor

Stage layout : 

⚡
SYNTHESGTR FX

PC

Structure + panneaux écrans

vidéo-
projecteur


